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Enough of Enough Christopher Woodard



1. Does the moral importance of a unit of benefit vary with the absolute level of advantage of the recipient? Utilitarians think not. According to them, the moral importance of benefit varies only with its amount. For a given amount of benefit, the moral importance is always constant. A fortiori, the moral importance of a unit of benefit does not vary with the absolute level of advantage of the recipient. Others disagree. Prioritarians think that the moral importance of a unit of benefit decreases as the recipient gets better off absolutely. Parfit (2000) has helped us to see the nature of this sort of view, including how it differs from Egalitarianism and avoids the so-called Levelling Down Objection. Prioritarianism itself is not committed to any particular claim about how moral importance decreases. It could decrease quickly or slowly, for example, and at a uniform or a variable rate. The defining feature of the view is just the claim that, somehow, moral importance decreases with the increasing advantage of the recipient. One might think that these are the two main views one could take on this particular issue.1 But a different sort of view retains a surprising currency. According to Sufficiency views, what matters is that people have enough (Frankfurt 1987). This is a way of claiming that the moral importance of a unit of benefit depends on the absolute level of the recipient, since it implies that it is especially important to benefit people insofar as that will leave them with enough, and it is less, or not at all, important to benefit them otherwise; and the threshold of sufficiency is some level of absolute advantage.2 In one way, the continuing currency of Sufficiency views is not surprising. They have a refreshingly practical sound. They are appealing because it sounds no-nonsense and straightforward to say that what matters is that people have enough, rather than that they should have something it is more complex to specify. But, despite this kind of appeal, it is overall surprising that Sufficiency views are still taken seriously, for such views are very implausible. 2. This is best explained by means of some simple diagrams. In these diagrams, we portray Sufficiency views as well as Utilitarian and Prioritarian views. My claim is that these diagrams show Sufficiency views to be very implausible. The diagrams plot the moral importance of a unit of benefit, on the Y-axis, against the absolute level of advantage of the recipient, on the X-axis, according to each of the views in question. First consider what Utilitarians claim: the moral importance of a unit of benefit is independent of the level of advantage of the recipient. This is shown in the following diagram.



Another possibility would be to think that the moral importance of a unit of benefit increases as the recipient gets better off. That is, one could give priority to the better off. But I take it that this is not an attractive view. 2 By ‘absolute’ advantage, I mean simply a level of advantage that is not dependent on comparison with others. The salient contrast is with relative levels of advantage. 1
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Moral Importance



Level of recipient Figure 1. Utilitarianism



Here I have simply chosen an arbitrary degree of moral importance for each unit of benefit. The important feature of Utilitarianism in this context—captured by the diagram—is that the (positive) importance of a unit of benefit does not vary in any way with the level of advantage of the recipient. Note that it is important when considering our issue that we conceive of benefit according to the fundamental scale, whatever that is. Utilitarians may think that the moral importance of an extra unit of resources decreases as the recipient gets better off. But the Utilitarian measures benefit in terms of utility, not resources. According to Utilitarianism, the moral importance of a unit of utility does not decrease as the recipient gets better off. Similarly, when considering other views, we need to imagine that the conception of benefit is the fundamental one, whatever that is. Next consider Prioritarian views. The defining feature of such views is that they claim that the moral importance of a unit of benefit decreases as the recipient gets better off. As I said, Prioritarians may differ amongst themselves about the way in which this decline happens. Thus I have shown several possible views in the following diagram.



Moral Importance



Level of recipient Figure 2. Prioritarian views



In this diagram the precise shapes of the lines are arbitrary, and chosen only to indicate the range of possible Prioritarian views. All such views slope downwards as one travels to the right along the X-axis. Now consider Sufficiency views. What exactly do they claim? One possible formulation is that one should minimise the number of people who do not have enough.3 This is a plausible way of capturing what seems appealing about such views, since it focuses attention on the number of lives blighted by insufficiency. But it generates a very odd profile of moral importance, as This is equivalent to maximise the number of people who have enough, except where the size of population is variable. Nothing in my argument turns on issues of population size, so I will not consider these two views separately. Nonetheless, for some purposes the two views will of course differ importantly. 3
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the following diagram shows. (In the diagrams of Sufficiency views, a dashed vertical line shows the level of sufficiency.4)



Moral Importance



Level of recipient Figure 3. First formulation of Sufficiency views



According to this first formulation of Sufficiency views, benefits have no moral importance unless they take the recipient up to the level of sufficiency. Thus, the moral importance of a unit of benefit is zero unless the recipient is one unit of benefit or less beneath the level of sufficiency. This gives Sufficiency views, on this formulation, a ‘spike’ profile. The spike profile is extremely implausible. Why should the moral importance of a unit of benefit vary in this way with the level of advantage of the recipient? For every level of advantage of the recipient, the size of benefit is the same. It is extremely implausible that these benefits have zero importance except where the recipient is one unit of benefit or less beneath the level of sufficiency. Note a potentially distracting thought here. There is one way in which benefiting those some way below the threshold is morally important, even according to this formulation of Sufficiency views. Doing so makes it more likely that future benefits will take the recipient over the threshold. But this is a purely instrumental sort of importance. It is a matter of getting in a position to give someone a morally important benefit, rather than giving someone a morally important benefit. To set this sort of consideration aside, assume that the benefits we are considering are isolated. The graphs plot the moral importance of a single benefit according to the level of advantage of the recipient, with no prospect of future benefits. Once we set this distracting thought aside, the first formulation of Sufficiency views looks hopeless. It would take an exceptional argument to show that the moral importance of benefits behaved in this way. Consider then a second possible formulation of Sufficiency views. They could instruct one to minimise the aggregate deficit from sufficiency. On this sort of view, one should examine the shortfall of each individual who is below the level of sufficiency. The aim is then to minimise the total sum of such shortfalls across the relevant population. This formulation of Sufficiency views has less immediate appeal. Caring about the aggregate deficit in this way is less intuitively appealing than caring about the number of people who do not have enough. Note, in particular, that the second formulation implies we should be indifferent between cases in which the shortfall is all borne by one or a few persons, and cases in which it is distributed widely across persons. We might wonder whether this implication is acceptable.



A common worry about Sufficiency views is that it will be hard to determine the level of sufficiency. My objection to such views is independent of this sort of worry. Moreover, it might be that the ‘level’ of sufficiency is best conceived as a vague threshold. If so, interpret my dashed vertical lines as regions. My objections are unaffected. 4
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Nevertheless, the second formulation generates a profile of moral importance of benefits that is less odd than that generated by the first formulation, as the following diagram shows.



Moral Importance



Level of recipient



Figure 4. Second formulation of Sufficiency views



According to this formulation of Sufficiency views, benefits matter insofar as they diminish the aggregate deficit from sufficiency. This means that, beneath the level of sufficiency, each unit of benefit has equal moral importance, and above it, each unit of benefit has zero moral importance. According to this second formulation, Sufficiency views have a ‘cliff’ profile. Why is this cliff profile less odd than the spike profile? For one thing, it has one less turn to explain. Perhaps more importantly, it allows that benefits below the level of sufficiency matter morally in cases where the recipient is more than one unit short of having enough. On the other hand, the cliff profile still has two odd features. The first (shared with the spike profile) is that it implies that benefits above the level of sufficiency do not matter at all. Why should benefits matter up to the level of sufficiency, but equal sized benefits above the level of sufficiency not matter at all? The second odd feature of the cliff profile follows from its claim that benefits below the level of sufficiency have equal moral importance, whatever the absolute level of the recipient. This claim is not odd taken by itself, perhaps. The Utilitarian agrees with it. But it is odd when taken in conjunction with the claim that, across the threshold, the moral importance of benefits depends on the absolute level of the recipient. Why should the moral importance of a unit of benefit be sensitive to crossing the threshold but insensitive to every other change in the absolute level of the recipient? My claim is not that this second odd feature would be impossible to justify. It is only that it needs justification, and such justification is not, so far as I know, forthcoming. 3. One way of supplementing the second formulation of Sufficiency views offers a way of ameliorating the first odd feature I noted. We could combine this formulation of a Sufficiency view with a form of Utilitarianism above the threshold of sufficiency (Rawls 1999: 107; 2001: 119-130). According to such Hybrid Sufficiency views, one should try to minimise the aggregate deficit from sufficiency, and to maximise total benefit above it.5 Such a view generates the profile of moral importance shown in the following diagram.



This is really a family of views that differ according to how they balance these two different aims. I shall not pursue possible difficulties in striking this balance. 5
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Moral Importance



Level of recipient



Figure 5. A Hybrid Sufficiency view



The first odd feature of the previous view was the claim that benefits above the threshold of sufficiency do not matter at all morally. Hybrid Sufficiency views avoid this implication. But they still suffer from the second problem. They claim that the moral importance of a benefit is independent of the level of the recipient almost all of the time, but sharply dependent on the level of the recipient in the region of sufficiency. Why should the level of the recipient of benefits matter just like this? Why, that is, should it matter only insofar as the threshold of sufficiency is at stake? If we’re in the business of thinking that the moral importance of a unit of benefit depends at all on the level of the recipient, why should we think that it so depends only in this very restricted way? On the face of it, if we think there is a cliff, we should also expect slopes. However, if we think there are slopes, we have accepted a Priority view, as in the following diagram.



Moral Importance



Level of recipient



Figure 6. A Hybrid Sufficiency view with slopes is a Priority view



If we modify a Sufficiency view to eliminate its two odd features, we get a Priority view with a cliff. We might then wonder whether the cliff should really be there; it is quite plausible to think we have mistaken a steep slope for a cliff. But even if we have not, we are still left with a Priority view. 4. It is plausible to think that the moral importance of a unit of benefit does not depend on the level of advantage of the recipient. It is plausible also to deny this, and to claim that the moral importance of a unit of benefit decreases as the recipient gets better off. However, it is very implausible to claim that the moral importance of a unit of benefit depends on whether it takes its recipient over a threshold of sufficiency. Once one sees clearly what Sufficiency views claim, it is extremely difficult to believe them. To accept them, we would need an extraordinary argument. Without such an argument we should hear no more of them.
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